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Moderator, first of all, we congratulate you on your election and wish you well,  

not only for this Assembly week, but also for your year ahead as Moderator. 

 

“How do you measure the key success factors of your General Assembly?”   

That was one of the questions asked this year in the course of an internal audit  

of the Assembly Arrangements Committee.  It was simply one of a long list of  

standard questions, couched in management-speak, and with an emphasis on  

key performance indicators.  It seemed to me that it was the wrong question  

to ask in respect of the work of the highest court of the church and so was  

unlikely to evoke any meaningful response, without further discussion and  

exploration.  The real questions surely are what is the General Assembly for  

and is it effective in doing what it’s there to do? The first of these questions  

was addressed in the Committee’s Report presented to the 2016 General  

Assembly on the shape, size and frequency of the General Assembly, when  

four main functions of the Assembly were identified – law-making, governance,  

fellowship and encounter and keeping the profile of the Church of Scotland  

visible to the wider world.  The first two of these functions have been the main  

focus for the work of the Committee this year 

 

The late Very Reverend Dr James Weatherhead, in his book The Constitution  

and Laws of the Church of Scotland, states in the very first sentence that “No  



large body of people can have an orderly existence as a coherent community  

without law.”  That then is a primary function of the General Assembly, which  

legislates for the whole church.  It is commissioners who fulfil that significant  

responsibility, year on year.  

The General Assembly delegates ongoing work to a number of bodies,  

including the Councils and Committees who will report to each Assembly on  

the work they have been doing throughout the year.  Another significant  

responsibility for commissioners, on behalf of their home Presbyteries and  

congregations – to read and hear the Reports, to be glad and rejoice in the  

great breadth of service that is being carried out in Christ’s name, but also to  

question where necessary and to hold Councils and Committees to account for  

the work they are doing and planning to do in the name of the General  

Assembly; to listen respectfully to others as they express their views - and all  

the while remaining open to the working of the Holy Spirit.  It’s quite a  

demanding role! 

How do we make the Assembly as effective as it can be in carrying out these  

functions of law-making and governance?  How do we help commissioners to  

fulfil their demanding role?   This year we have focused particularly on whether  

perhaps there are obstacles in our processes and procedures which might be a  

barrier to commissioners participating actively in effective governance and in  

law-making.  We have studied the detailed statistics on how many elders, how  

many ministers, how many Deacons, have spoken at the Assembly over the last  

nine years.  The greatest amount of speaking is done by ministers.  The  

Committee felt that we should do more to support and encourage all  



commissioners to fulfil their essential role in scrutinising the reports of  

Councils and Committees.   To that end, we have encouraged Presbyteries to hold a  

preparation session for commissioners before they come to the Assembly.  

We have produced an additional leaflet explaining why we feel it is  

important for Commissioners to ask relevant questions during the Assembly.  

We have offered some suggestions about the different lenses through which  

such questions may be asked.  To be effective, the Assembly needs to hear as  

many voices as possible, from commissioners across all Presbyteries.  Putting  

forward different views.  Asking questions.  And if what is asked by others does  

not seem to be the right question, asking a different one. 

To encourage commissioners to become more familiar with Assembly  

procedures, we have built upon the work we did last year to produce short  

video clips on various aspects of procedure, and short video summaries from  

Council and Committee Conveners speaking about their work and mentioning  

the main issues contained in their Reports. We have updated and added to  

these this year, and the Principal Clerk makes his debut in film; firstly in a piece  

on ‘Commissioners’ Frequently Asked Questions’ and secondly in an  

encouragement to commissioners to play an active part in the process for  

nominating the Moderator for 2019.  We have also added a new short video  

with some tips on using the electronic resources.  

In 2017, we moved to a default position of issuing all publications and  

Assembly Papers electronically, unless paper copies had been specifically  

requested.  This year, to further encourage the transition, Daily Papers will not  

be placed in Commissioners boxes but will simply be available for collection in  



the Rainy Hall by those who need them. 

Commissioners will also note from our report that the Committee considers  

the Assembly might be better served if there was a limit of five minutes on  

speeches proposing a counter-motion or an amendment, rather than the ten  

minutes currently allowed.  We feel that time would be more effectively used  

in giving seconders an opportunity to speak should they so wish; and in  

offering an opportunity to speak to those who have proposed an amendment  

to a Deliverance, where the Convener has indicated that he/she is prepared to  

accept that amendment.  It saves time when a Convener is prepared to accept  

an amendment. The Committee feels however that sometimes it would be  

useful to hear something of why the particular amendment is being proposed.   

It’s a small change but the intention behind it is to allow more voices to be  

heard.  Might I just add however that there is of course never any obligation on  

a proposer or seconder to speak for the maximum 5 minutes!  

As business sessions can be lengthy, we are introducing circulation breaks this  

year.  Our hope is that this will not only allow commissioners to stretch their  

legs but also will assist in an exchange of ideas about the business currently on  

the agenda.   

We have said in our report that we shall seek commissioners’ views on various  

matters. The use (or non-use) of electronic resources is one. The circulation  

breaks are another.  After taking further advice from the Rev Dr Fiona Tweedie  

on the best methodology for this survey, it has now been designed as a short  

questionnaire to be issued randomly via commissioners’ boxes.  It is part of the  

survey design that not everyone will receive a questionnaire but we should be  



very grateful if those who do receive one would take a few moments to  

complete and return it before the end of the Assembly.  

The Committee considered some further alterations to the timetable this year,  

and propose that hearing the Report of the Youth Assembly and the Mission  

and Discipleship Council on Friday might provide a particularly encouraging  

note on which to end the formal business in this Year of Young People.  With a  

view to maximising the effectiveness of the General Assembly in carrying out  

its functions, the Committee will continue to work to review and reshape  

Assembly week.  

There is another side to Assembly week, of course, apart from the formal  

business. This evening, to celebrate the Year of Young People, there is a special  

event for young people – or anyone who feels young – in Princes Street  

Gardens, from 7 – 9 pm, featuring the Christian band LZ7.  And then our Heart  

& Soul event, for all ages, is being held tomorrow afternoon from 1230 until 6pm, 

in Princes Street Gardens, on the theme of “Peace Be with You!”  Heart &  

Soul offers a great opportunity for fellowship and encounter.  Everyone is  

warmly welcome, from inside and outside the church.  Those who have  

attended this event before will know that it is a happy and relaxed affair.  A  

great amount of thought has been given to refreshing the event again this year  

and there will be a new layout and a number of different attractions, starting  

at 1230 with a family picnic on the theme “Bring Your Piece” and finishing with  

closing worship at 5 pm.  Please come along and be part of this event - which  

showcases the Kirk at its best. 

 



Finally, Moderator, I should simply like to note that this has been a somewhat  

difficult year for the Committee itself.  Very sadly, our colleague the Rev Jennifer  

Macrae died earlier this year and, due to serious illness, several other members  

were unable to participate in our work as they would have wished, but I should like  

to express my gratitude to those members of the Committee who willingly have  

undertaken additional work to ensure that all that needed to be done was done.   

For me, it has been a privilege to be part of such an effective and knowledgeable  

team – a team which encompasses not only the committee members themselves  

but also the dedicated support staff and our key contractors who attend many  

meetings both with us and on our behalf and work closely with us to make things  

happen.  The Committee also wishes to record its grateful thanks to Linda Jamieson  

who is shortly to be retiring from a key post in the Principal Clerk’s office and who,  

in the run-up to the Assembly over the years, frequently has had to contend with  

receiving incorrect or incomplete information about commissioners.  It is thanks to  

Linda’s patience, diligence and expertise that many aspects of the Assembly run  

smoothly and in particular that everyone gets a swipe card with the correct name  

and number on it.  We wish her well!  

 

 

Moderator, I present the Report and move the Deliverance. 


